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1. Introduction: 

Dual numbers were introduced in the 19th 
century by Clifford, and there application to rigid 
body kinematics was subsequently generalized by 
Kafelnikov and study in their principle of 
transference. The principle of transference states that 
if dual numbers replace real ones then all relations of 
vector algebra for intersecting lines are also valid for 
skew lines .In practice, this means that all rules of 
vector algebra for the kinematics of a rigid body with 
a fixed point (spherical kinematics) also hold for 
motor algebra of a free rigid body (spatial 
kinematics). As a result, a general rigid body motion 
can be described by only three dual equation rather 
than six real ones. For several decades there were 
attempts to apply dual numbers to rigid body 
dynamics Investigators showed that the momentum 
of a rigid body can be described as a motor that obeys 
the motor transformation rule; hence, its derivative 
with respect to time yields the dual force. However in 
those investigations, while going from the velocity 
motor to the momentum motor, there was always a 
need to expand the equation to six dimension and to 
treat the velocity motor as two separate real vectors. 
This process actually diminishes one of the main 
advantages of dual numbers namely, compactness of 
representation. Screws in the space can be 
represented by dual vectors at the origin. The 
components of a dual vector consisting of a line 
vector at the origin and the perpendicular moment 
vector for the line vector in the space are equal to 

Pl u&&ckers line coordinates. Furthermore the space of 
lines could be represented by points on the unit 
sphere and points in the tangential planes affiliated to 
each point on the sphere [3]. 
 
1.1 Dual Numbers [2],[3],[4] 

            A dual number x̂  is defined as an ordered 

pair of real numbers ),( *xx  expressed formally as 

                              

 

where x is referred to as the real part and 
*x  as the 

dual part of The symbol ε   is a multiplier which has 

the property 02 =ε . The algebra of dual numbers 
results from (1.1). Two dual numbers are equal if and 
only if their real and dual parts are equal, 
respectively. As in the case of complex numbers, 
addition of two dual numbers is defined as 
              

 
Multiplication of two dual numbers result in: 
       

 

Division of dual numbers 
ŷ

x̂
  is defined as      

 
Remark that: division is possible and unambiguous 

only if 0y ≠ . 

 
1.2 Dual function 
       Dual function of dual number presents a mapping 
of a space of dual numbers on itself, namely. 

 

where 
*xxx̂ ε+=   is a dual variable, f  and 

*f  

are two ,generally different, functions of two 
variables. The dual function (1.5) is said to be 
analytic if it satisfies the following   
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where (x)f
~

 is an arbitrary function of a real part of a 

dual variable. The analytic condition for dual 
function is 

 
The derivative of such a dual function with respect to 
a dual variable is 

 
 
Taking into account (1.7) we have: 
           

 
If a function f(x)  has the derivative (x)f ′ , its value 

for the dual argument  
*xxx̂ ε+=  is denoted by 

)x̂(f̂  or (x)f̂ . Using the formal Taylor expansion of 

the function (x)f̂  with the property  02 =ε ; we 

have           

 
1.3 Dual space 
      The set 
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is a module on the ring D and is called the dual space 
(vector space defined on the field of dual numbers). 

For any  
** ˆ,ˆ yyyxxx εε +=+=   , the scalar 

or inner product and the vector product 

yxyx ˆˆ,ˆ,ˆ ∧φπ   of x̂  and ŷ  by are defined by, 

respectively 
 

 
Where 

31,)(ˆ),(ˆ 3** ≤≤∈+=+= iDyyyxyx iiii εε

If 0≠x , The norm  x̂  of is defined by 

 

A dual vector 
*ˆ xxx ε+=  is a dual unite vector if 

it satisfies the following 0,
*

=φπ xx  

and 1, =φπ xx . Then we have that 1ˆ,ˆ =φπ xx . 

Then a dual vector x̂  with unit norm is called 

a dual unit vector The subset 
33**2 },);0,1(ˆ:ˆ{ DRxxxxxxS ⊂∈=+== ε

 is called the dual unit sphere with the center Ô  in 
3D . 

 
1.4 Dual space curve 

         If every )(uxi  and niuxi ≤≤1),(*
 and 

nRu ∈ , are differentiable dual valued functions, the 

dual vector field )(ˆ ux  is defined as the following 

)()()(ˆ,:ˆ * uxuxuxDRux nn ε+=→⊂ .  

Dual space curve is a dual vector field of one variable 

defined as the following    
3:ˆ DRIx →⊂  , where 

                
3**

33
*
22

*
11 ))()(),()(),()(()(̂ Dxxuxuxuxuxuxuxuxu ∈+=+++=→ εεεε

 

is differentiable. The real part )(ux  is called the 

indicatrix of the space curve )(ˆ ux  . The dual  arc 

length of the curve )(ˆ ux from 1u  to u is defined as   

∫ ∫∫ +=′+′=′
u

u

u

u

u

u

ssduuxTduxdux
1 11

**
))((,)()ˆ( εε φπ

where T  is a unit tangent vector of )(ux . From now 

on we will take the arc length s  of )(ux as the 

parameter instead of u. 
 
Dual Developable Ruled surface 
          Consider a dual unite space curve which is 
given by the following equation 
                       

 
then we have the following 

 

From these relations, we have 0* =′× xx   . 

 
Consider a ruled surface defined by the vector 
equation 
The tangent vectors to the surface σ  are given as 
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Then the coefficients of the first fundamental form 
are given as 

 
Thus the normal vector field is defined as 
 

 
Also the 2nd derivatives are 

 
Then the coefficients of the second fundamental 
forms are defined as                     

 
The Gaussian curvature given from the following 
equation 

 
Thus from (2.9) we have K = 0 and the ruled surface 
(2.3) is a type of developable ruled surface [8]. 
 
Spherical Image of plane Curve 
          Here we gave a general method to construct the 
spherical image of a plane curve. There for we 

considerplane curve
211 ))(,)((: RuyuxXC ⊂=   

and a unite sphere 
2S  given as 

1)1(: 2222 =−++ zyxS  .Let (a,b,0) be any 

point on the plane curve C. Hence we may write the 
straight line passing through the north pole (0,0,2) of 

the sphere 
2S  and (a,b,0) by the normal equations 

 

Let 
2),,( S∈γβα  be the point of intersection of 

the line l and the unite sphere 
2S without the north 

pole point
2)2,0,0( S∈ . For this point, the equation 

(3.1) becomes 

 
Then we have 

 

And from the equation of the sphere
2S , it is easy to 

see that 

 
Thus we have one to one correspondence 

322 ),,( RSRC ⊂⊂=→⊂ γβας .The 

curve ),,( γβας =   is called the spherical image of 

the plane curve C and this correspondence is called 
stereographic projection [1],[2]. For the spherical 

curve ),,( γβας = , its possible to obtain a space 

curve 

 
parameterized by an arc length (unit speed curve) 
which has the same trace as ς . In fact let 

,)()( 1

0

11

1

duuuss
u

∫ ′== ς  ∈1u the domain of 

the curve ς .Since 0)( 1

1
≠′= u

du

ds
α  ,the 

function )( 1uss = has a differentiable inverse 

function 
1−s of s. Now set )( 1ur ς=  . 

1u and 

Clearly, we have 1).()(
1

1 =′=′
ds

du
usr ς  . This 

show that r has the same trace as ς  and is 

parameterized by arc length. It is usual to say that r is 
a parameterizations of ς   by arc length. This fact 

allows us to extend all local concepts defined to the 

curveς . Thus, we say that the curvature )( 1uk of ς  

at 
1u  is the curvature of the parameterized curve r of 

ς   by arc length )( 1uss = at the corresponding 

point. This is clearly independent of the choice of r, it 

is often convenient to use 
1u  as a parameter instead 

of s  in the reparameterized curve r. 

Let 
)1(ur be the arc length reparameterization 

of ),,()( 1 γβας =u  .Then, we may  

construct the dual curve 

)()(),(ˆ 1*11 urururr εε +==  corresponding to 

the curve )( 1urr = Firstly, the dual part )( 1* ur of 

the dual curve is given from 

 

where O is the center of the sphere 
2S  and N is the 

north pole. Then, the dual curve can be written in the 
following representation   
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Where 02 =ε  and ),(ˆ εurr =  is a dual unite 

spherical curve corresponding to the plane curve C. 
 
Construction of developable ruled surfaces 
           Here we construct a developable ruled surface 
corresponding to the dual unit space curve on S2 
which corresponding to a plane curve. This ruled 
surface is given by 

 

where )( 1ur and  )( 1* ur are given by (3.5) and 

(3.6) respectively. In what follows, we construct 
developable ruled surfaces corresponding to plane 
curve of type Hypotrochoid , rose, ellipse, circle and 
catena 
 
Dual developable ruled rose surfaces 
Consider the Hypotrochoid curve given by 

 
where 

 
Using the spherical representation in section(3) we 
have its corresponding dual curve and the constructed 
ruled surface in this case is called developable 
Hypotrochoid ruled surface. If we consider 

0,2,1,3 21 ==== ccmn and using equation 

(4.2) its easy to see that 

 
Then from (3.4) its easy to verify that the spherical 
image of this curve is given by 

 

where 1)3cos23( 1 =+ uM  

Then we have the arc length reparamerization 

)( 1ur of )( 1uς as the following 

 
Thus the dual part of the dual curve is 

 
and the dual unit spherical curve is given as 

 
Then the developable ruled surface corresponding to 
this curve is defined as 

 
where 

 
where 

 
The ruled surface defined by (4.4),(4.7) and (4.8) is 
called a developable ruled rose surface as shown in 
Fig.1, 
 
Developable ruled ellipse surfaces 
           Consider the ellipse curve 

)0,sin,cos(: 11 ubuaC  and using the spherical 

representation (3.4) we have. 

where .1)cos5( 1 =+ uυ  

Then the dual spherical image 

)()()(ˆ 1*11 ururur ε+=  of the ellipse 

)1,2( == ba  on 
2S  is given from 

                      

 
and its dual part is 

 
Thus, we have a developable ruled surface given by 

 
where 

This surface is called developable ruled ellipse 
surface as shown in Fig 2. 
 
Developable ruled circle surfaces 
            Consider the unit circle curve 

)0,sin,(cos: 11 uuS and using the same 

derivations as in the previous case we have the 
spherical image of the circle as in the following . 

 

Also the dual part )( 1* ur of the dual unite spherical 

curve )()()(ˆ 1*11 ururur ε+= is given by 

 
Thus the corresponding developable ruled ellipse 
surface is given in the form 

 
where 

 
This ruled surface plotted in Fig.3 and is called 
developable circle ruled surface 
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Developable ruled catena surfaces 

Consider the catena curve  )0,,cosh(: 1
1

u
a

u
aC   

and using the same derivations as in the previous case 
we have the spherical image of the catena .The 
spherical image of the catena is given by (a=1) 
                        

 

where 1)4)((cosh 2112 =++ uuη  and its unite 

parameterized curve is 

 

Also the dual part )( 1* ur of the dual unite spherical 

curve )()()(ˆ 1*11 ururur ε+= is 

 
Then the developable ruled surface is represented by 

 
where 

This ruled surface plotted in Fig4 and is called 
developable catena. ruled surface 
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